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BUKOW & KÖNIG
Alexander Bukow works fast, goal-oriented and sometimes on the margins of the law. He knows Rostock, the seaside town at the Baltic coast, like the back of his hand and is 
very good connected. He can be very charming, regardless if it is a friend or an enemy, but never reveals much about himself. After spending his childhood in Rostock, he moved 
to Berlin and joined the police force. There he did patrol car duties, studied further to get higher school certificates and eventually made it to detective superintendent. Bukow is 
married and has two young children.
Katrin König has a perfect reputation as an analyst and profiler and is appreciated for her assessments and professionalism. Katrin believes in absolute justice and fights for it! She 
never lets anyone get the better of her. She knows how to hit the nail on the head by always finding the right words to say. Her colleagues can count on her 100%; but she alone 
decides just how close someone can get to her, both professionally and in her private life.

During an arson attack on a company in Magdeburg, the wife of the junior manager dies. Just a few 
hours later in a hotel in Rostock, the corpse of an auditor is discovered. Bukow and König have to solve 
an extremely complex case, the beginnings of which date back to the political and economic upheavals 
associated with East Germany in the early 1990s.

Achim Hiller, manager of the Hilgro Wind Company, is found dead in a disused shipyard in Rostock. While 
König and Bukow begin their investigation, a mentally confused man attracts attention in Rostock’s pedes-
trian zone. When it becomes clear that the unknown man is a member of the IT staff of Hilgro Wind, all of 
the evidence seems to suggest that there is a direct connection to Hiller’s murder.

In close cooperation with the customs office, Katrin König and Alexander Bukow arrest a drug courier. In 
doing so, drugs to the tune of more than 5 million euros are discovered. A great success! The next day, 
Martin Angerer, the customs chief, is found brutally murdered. He was investigating the Calabrian mafia, 
Ndrangheta, for whom Rostock harbour is an important hub in the international drug trade.

A homeless person is raped and abused, then found dead on a bench in the village of Bassow, near Ros-
tock. Without hesitation, the village community knows immediately who did it - Kukulies and Buschke, two 
criminals only just recently released from prison. But Bukow and König soon come across several incon-
sistencies in the testimonies of the community.

The murder of a football fan leads investigators Alexander Bukow and Katrin Kö nig into the milieu of  
Rostock’s extreme football fans. It is easy enough to find suspects, especially since some of them have been 
offenders in a previous case. Back then, they had beaten a policeman into a coma during a football game. 
But why kill a friend from within their own ranks?

The right-wing populist politician Silvia Schulte, stands as a candidate in Rostock for the PFS, with the 
intention of becoming mayor. Shortly afterwards, she’s been burned to death in a field. Inspectors Alexander 
Bukow and Katrin König find the charred corpse. It is apparent that the perpetrators used extreme brutality. 
An act of vengeance?



ONE OF US 

GAME OVER

FISHERMEN’S END

BEAR ONE ANOTHER’S BURDENS

Katrin König and Alexander Bukow find themselves in the 
middle of a family drama. Arne Kreuz, a hitherto respecta-
ble family father, is in free fall after losing his wife and job. 
He has killed his wife and his youngest son and is now on 
the run - but there are also no signs of his children Nicole 
and Jonas. A race against time begins.

FAMILY AFFAIRS

CONCEPT OF THE ENEMY

SILENCE

LOVE MANIABETWEEN WORLDS

AQUARIUS

Format 90‘ each, to be continued | HD

Original title Polizeiruf 110 – Rostock

Genre Fiction | crime

Script various

Director various

Cast Charly Hübner, Anneke Kim 
Sarnau, Andreas Guenther, 
Josef Heynert, Uwe Preuss, 
Klaus Manchen a.m.o.

Production filmpool fiction for NDR

Alexander Bukow and Katrin König are conducting inves-
tigations in Rostock’s drug scene: in their first joint case, 
they are looking for the killer of two 13-year-old girls. 
Chief inspector Bukow has only just returned to Rostock, 
his home town, from Berlin. His past is not entirely un-
stained and Katrin König isn’t sure where her new col-
league’s allegiances really lie.

The body of a pensioner is found in the boot of a car 
wreck. To investigate the case Bukow and König enter into 
the world of refuse and car wreck collectors, in which they 
encounter a wickerwork of human destinies. What initially 
appeared to be the murder of a homeless person turns out 
to be extortion in connection with illegal hazardous waste 
disposal at the refuse dump in Rostock.

Family man Maik Lehmann dies after stepping on a land 
mine at Warnow riverside. Shortly after, Schulte, an old 
friend of inspector Bukow, is also found dead on the beach. 
Profiler König finds a photo taken in the 1980s: Schulte is 
hugging Lehmann while both of them are wearing diving 
suits. The investigators are confronted with a mystery, forc-
ing them to delve into long-forgotten German history…

Jailbird Kevin Schulz escapes when his prisoner transport is 
ambushed in broad daylight by two men in police uniforms. 
Bukow and König receive an emergency call: a witness 
observed two men who brutally attacked a third man. On 
arrival at the crime scene König and Bukow discover the 
prisoner, dead. Who goes through the bother of freeing a 
soon released prisoner only to kill him beforehand?

The death of a Serb leads profiler König and Inspector 
Bukow on the track of Lutz Brückmann. For years, the 
desperate father has been unsuccessfully trying to bring 
a major pharmaceutical company to justice for the death 
of his daughter. When Brückmann unexpectedly receives 
solid evidence proving the company’s guilt, he and his for-
mer wife find themselves in deadly peril ...

Young rocker Ricky and a midwife are found dead on a 
country road in the German state of Mecklenburg. Initial 
clues lead state police inspector Bukow to Rostock’s mo-
torbike club “Satanic Riders”, who due to their criminal 
tendencies have been a subject of state police observation. 
When questioning the rockers Bukow is confronted with a 
wall of silence.

Inspectors König and Bukow are confronted with an acrimo-
nious dispute between German and Polish fishermen. Aged 
fisherman Thomsen is found dead and the inspectors from 
Rostock quickly find themselves faced with the question, 
whether or not Thomsen was the victim of a feud between 
locals and the crew of a Polish trawler.  Journalist Nina Berger 
seems to know a great deal more about Thomsen and his 
death, but is unwilling to cooperate with the police.

Bukow and König encounter a particularly brutal murder: a 
teacher has had his tongue cut out. The evidence doesn’t 
lead to the Russian mafia as initially assumed, but to the 
SM swinger scene. When the inspectors themselves come 
into focus of the murderer, every second counts to prevent 
further tragedy.

Young mother and law student Julia is murdered in a 
wooded area close to Rostock. Her daughter little Fran-
zi survived the crime. She leads Bukow to her mother’s 
corpse. The child is traumatised - why Julia, of all people? 
This is the question everyone seems to be asking. Try as 
they may, Bukow and König are unable to find a motive for 
the murder. Was it simply a coincidental meeting between 
victim and perpetrator?
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